Snapshots of the Class of 2015
School of Psychology

We offer innovative and world-renowned speakers to engage our students in many different highly engaging experiences including internships, community based learning experiences, service experiences, and research projects.

2015 graduates are currently attending graduate schools such as: Georgia State, Virginia Tech, University of Georgia, University of Maryland, Georgia Southern, The Medical College of Georgia

38% of students participated in faculty-student research while at Berry College.

Strengths listed from Alumni of the Psychology Program at Berry:
Close relationships with professors; small class sizes; discussion based classes; Professors willingness to help students; strong preparation in writing, cognition, and research methods. Friendly and approachable staff.

2015 George Scholarship Speakers/Authors presenting at Berry:
- Dr. Bill Hopkins – Research with Chimpanzees
- Dr. Jeffrey Arnett - Emerging Adulthood: The Promise and Perils of a New Life Stage, Ages 18-29

Berry Psychology Graduates Employed By Organizations Such As: Western Kentucky University, Special Education Gwinnett Public Schools, Rome City Schools, Amberwood East, Redmond Regional Hospital, Marcus Autism Center, The Possee Foundation